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The ability to precisely move the nanopipette and to measure simultaneously an ion current allows an 

unprecedented level of nanoscale imaging of living cells – scanning ion conductance microscopy 

(SICM)(Korchev et al., 1997). The speed of data acquisition increased by hopping protocol of scanning 

(Novak et al., 2009) positions this as a technology which may be suited to relatively high-speed scanning 

of cell membrane during various biological processes in real time. SICM imaging is not limited to 

topographical studies but also for functional properties studying in combination with other techniques 

such as confocal and fluorescence microscopy (Novak et al., 2014), electrochemical measurements 

(Erofeev et al., 2018), chemical mapping (Zhang et al., 2019)  and patch-clamp recording (Novak et al., 

2013). This has the potential to open new horizons in medicine and biology and could be of particular 

value to the pharmaceutical industry. 

Recently it was shown that SICM can be used for examining of cellular mechanics by applying pressure 

through the pipette (Rheinlaender & Schäffer, 2013). The main disadvantage of this method is the size of 

the pipette. Reasonable value of pressure applied on a sample can be achieved only for pipettes with 

submicron diameter (400 – 1000 nm). However, a high resolution of topography images is possible to 

achieve with sharp nanopipettes with diameter less than 200 nm. It is possible to use nanopipettes with 

diameter less than 100 nm for low-stress cellular mechanics investigation due to applying low stress on 

cell surface (Clarke et al., 2016), whose nature is intrinsic colloidal pressure between nanopipette tip and 

cell membrane. A glass nanopipette out of contact with the plasma membrane can be used for both exert 

the stress on the cell and also accurately monitor cellular compression. This allows the mapping of cell 

stiffness at a lateral resolution finer than 100 nm. We have examined both with SICM and atomic force 

microscopy (AFM) how various cellular compartments influence on cellular stiffness such as a nuclear, 

microtubules and actin filaments. We have demonstrated a correlation between values of cellular stiffness 

measured by low stress SICM and AFM. 

We have demonstrated unique application of SICM for directly examining subcellular mechanics. we use 

a glass nanopipette out of contact with the plasma membrane to both exert the stress on the cell and also 

accurately monitor cellular compression. This allows the mapping of cell stiffness at a lateral resolution 

finer than 100 nm. We have examined both with SICM and atomic force microscopy (AFM) how various 

cellular compartments influence on cellular stiffness such as a nuclear, microtubules and actin filaments. 

We have demonstrated a correlation between values of cellular stiffness measured by low stress SICM 

and AFM. 

We have estimated the value of an intrinsic colloidal pressure and its dependence on size of nanopipettes 

by measuring of deformations of decane oil drops in liquid induced by interaction between nanopipette 
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and saline-oil interface (Figure 1). Also, we have compared the data obtained with SICM and Peak-Force 

AFM on soft polymer sample. 

We report cell stiffness measurements of drug-induced alterations in cancer cell compartments studied by 

SICM, specifically, we analysed human prostate cancer cell line PC3 subjected with Paclitaxel for 

microtubulin stabilization, monomethyl auristatine E  for microtubule depolymerisation (Figure 2a) and 

Cytochalasin-D for actin depolymerization (Figure 2b). In control and treated PC3 cells we measured cell 

stiffness upon the nucleus area and cytoplasm area, which are show two different values in control cells 

(∼1.3kPa and ∼0.8kPa, respectively). Measured stiffness after Paclitaxel treatment shows significantly 

increased stiffness value on central area and peripheries area (∼4kPa and∼1.8kPa), whereas Cytochalasin-

D treatment reduced cell stiffness only on cytoplasm area (∼0.5kPa). As we can see, SICM measurements 

of stiffness show different effects of Paclitaxel/monomethyl auristatin E and Cytochalasin-D on cancer 

cell compartments, including actin and microtubulin, respectively. Drug-induced disruptions of these cell 

compartments lead to cell mechanical properties alteration, depending on inhibition mechanism. 

 
Figure 1. a) Scheme of interaction of nanopipette with saline-oil interface, b) Dependence of depth of 

saline-oil interface deformation on nano pipette radius, c) Dependence of intrinsic colloidal pressure and 

force on radius of nanopipette 
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Figure 2. a) Topography and stiffness images of PC3 cells after treatment with cytochalasin D, 

b) Topography and stiffness images of PC3 cells after treatment with monomethyl auristatin E 
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